



Two Different “S” Endings and What They Mean
Subject-verb Agreement 11 Based on the methodology of: Shaughnessy, Mina. Errors and Expectations. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1977.
by Gina Ladinsky


1. To begin, let’s look at these words:
kills		crabs		crosses	           throws		 thinks		has	
sands		nights		lights		is		comes	           tremendous
enormous	wings	

2.  Four of the words in the list naturally have an -s ending. Simply put, -s was not added to the 
word. Circle these words.	

3.  Five of the words have an -s (or es ) added to them in order to show that more than one of 
that particular thing is being referred to. In other words, the -s ending makes the word plural 
(color them green to stand for growth). Circle these words. 

4.  Five of the words have an -s (or -es) ending in order to show that they involve only one 
person or thing (color them red because you often have to stop to think about this -s). In other 
words, the -s makes the word singular. Circle these words.



5. The following is the opening to “A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings” by Gabriel 
García Márquez. Look closely at the  -s words below. Then indicate in the chart below the 
part of speech of each of the underlined words.
                                                                         1.
     On the third day of rain, Pelayo kills many crabs inside the house. Then he crosses his

drenched courtyard and throws them into the sea because the newborn child had a temperature 
all

night, and he thinks it is due to the stench. The world has been sad since Tuesday. Sea and sky 
are
                                                  2.                                                     3.
a single ash-grey thing and the sands of the beach, which on March nights glimmer like 
powdered
     4.
 lights, have become a stew of mud and rotten shellfish. The light is so weak at noon that when
                                                                                          5.
Pelayo comes back to the house after throwing away the crabs, it is hard for him to see what it is
that is moving and groaning in the rear of the courtyard. He has to go very close to see that it is

an old man, a very old man, lying face down in the mud, who can’t get up, impeded by his
                  6.
enormous wings. 
 			                                     1.						    
Number      noun       pronoun       verb       adjective     adverb     conjunction        preposition
1.__________________________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________________________
3.__________________________________________________________________________
4.__________________________________________________________________________
5.__________________________________________________________________________
6.__________________________________________________________________________


6. Do the same now for the -s words in the sentences below:
                                                               1.                                                                2.
	On the third day of rain, Pelayo kills many crabs inside the house. Then he crosses his
                                           3.
 drenched courtyard and throws them into the sea because the newborn child had a temperature
                              4.
 all night, and he thinks it is due to the stench. The world has been sad since Tuesday. Sea and 
sky

are a single ash-grey thing and the sands of the beach, which on March nights glimmer like

powdered lights, have become a stew of mud and rotten shellfish. The light is so weak at noon
                               5.
that when Pelayo comes back to the house after throwing away the crabs, it is hard for him to see

what it is that is moving and groaning in the rear of the courtyard. He has to go very close to see

that it is an old man, a very old man, lying face down in the mud, who can’t get up, impeded by

his enormous wings. 


Number      noun       pronoun       verb       adjective     adverb     conjunction        preposition
1.__________________________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________________________
3.__________________________________________________________________________
4.__________________________________________________________________________
5.__________________________________________________________________________


Summary:
1. The first set of  -s’s in the above sentences are __________________.
							part of speech
2. All the second set of -s’s are ____________________.
			    part of speech

	
FOR THE FIRST SET OF WORDS -S IS ADDED TO NOUNS TO SIGNAL PLURALITY.
FOR THE SECOND SET THE -S IS ADDED TO VERBS TO SIGNAL SINGULARITY.

7. Test your s’s. 
Underline the -s (-es) words in the following sentences with a and place a “n’” or “v” over the 
word, depending on whether they are nouns or verbs.
1. Pelayo crosses the courtyard.
    The church has many crosses on display.
2. Cold compresses were put on the newborn child for the fever.
    The fireman compresses the chest of the victim for CPR.

Since an -s makes a noun plural and it makes a verb singular, a subject with a plural -s (es) 
ending will not match a verb with an -s ending. The -s will appear on subject or verb but not 
on both.
The mermaid
The mermaids
swims in the cold, blue ocean.
swim in the cold, blue ocean.

8. Practice this coordination between the -s’s until it becomes familiar:
1. The problem of pollution remains.
    The problems __________________________________________. 
2. The program appears on Channel 13.
     The programs ________________________________________.

9. To finish, read the next paragraph to García Márquez’s story “A Very Old Man with 
Enormous Wings.” Underline the -s (es) words that create a plural noun with green and the 
singular verbs with red.

 We left off with Pelayo’s discovery of a man with wings stuck in the mud of his front yard . . .. 

	Frightened by that nightmare, Pelayo runs to get Elisenda, his wife, who is putting 
compresses on the sick child, and he takes her to the rear of the courtyard. They both look at the fallen body with mute stupor. The old man is dressed like a rag picker. There is only a few faded 
hairs left on his bald skull and very few teeth in his mouth, and his pitiful condition of a 
drenched great-grandfather takes away any sense of grandeur he might have had. His huge 
buzzard wings, dirty and half-plucked, are forever entangled in the mud. They look at him so 
long and so closely that Pelayo and Elisenda very soon overcome their surprise, and, in the end, 
find him familiar. Pelayo dares to speak to him, and he answers in an incomprehensible dialect. 
Pelayo calls in a neighbor woman, who knows everything about life and death to see him, and all 
she needs is one look to show them their mistakes.		
